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AMVIC 2020 - 2021 annual report released
AMVIC’s mandate is to protect consumers and industry from unfair practices in the automotive business industry. AMVIC is
dedicated to fostering open and clear communication in the automotive industry, helping to build best business practices
and providing alternatives for resolution of consumer complaints. The AMVIC 2020 - 2021 annual report showcases how
AMVIC upheld these principles while meeting the goals set out in both the strategic, and business and financial plans.

2020 – 2021 highlights
On March 16, 2021, AMVIC launched the updated AMVIC
Online which now allows for faster, convenient licence and
registration applications and renewals; levy reporting and
payments; and the ability to search for businesses and
salespeople.

The red tape reduction focus was primarily on the licensing
department for this past year while other areas were able to
make smaller red tape reductions. In total, AMVIC was able
to achieve a 44 per cent decrease in regulatory burden,
effectively moving AMVIC to year four of the Government of
Alberta’s four year red tape reduction program.
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Where to find the 2020 - 2021 annual report
The annual report can be found on amvic.org. More information from
the annual report can be found on page three of this issue of Impact.

This publication is intended to provide general information only and is not a substitute for legal advice.

AMVIC’s newest partner: Crime Stoppers
In our efforts to protect consumers and industry
from unfair practices in Alberta’s automotive business
industry, AMVIC regularly works with local agencies and
organizations such as Edmonton Police Service (EPS),
Calgary Police Service (CPS), the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP), Alberta Transportation, the
federal Fraud Prevention Forum Partners, and now
Crime Stoppers.
Should a situation arise where someone feels more
comfortable submitting a complaint anonymously,
AMVIC’s new partnership with Crime Stoppers
allows consumers and industry members to do so
by calling 1-800-222-8477. AMVIC’s senior manager
of investigations is the Crime Stoppers contact for
anonymous tips. If the tip is within AMVIC’s jurisdiction

to investigate, a file will be generated and an
investigation will begin.
There are five Crime Stoppers chapters in Alberta,
Edmonton & Northern Alberta, Central, Calgary,
Lethbridge and Medicine Hat. AMVIC would like to
acknowledge our partnership with Crime Stoppers
in the collective efforts of reducing crime.
Go to amvic.org for more information about submitting
a complaint.

Top three most common complaint types
and how to reduce them
AMVIC strives for a fair marketplace in Alberta’s
automotive industry. Part of AMVIC’s mandate is to
educate the industry on regulatory compliance and
as such, sharing the top three consumer complaints
received from consumers will provide an opportunity
to improve business practices and ensure industry
works towards building trust and confidence within
the automotive industry. Here are the top three
complaints:

1. Condition of vehicle
Full disclosure and transparency on the overall
condition of the vehicle allows consumers to make
informed decisions, while ensuring your automotive
business does not contravene the legislation.
Section 31.1(1) of the Automotive Business
Regulation (ABR) lists a number of vehicle history
disclosure requirements.
Best practice tip: Encourage the consumer to hire
their own technician to perform a full inspection of
the vehicle before making the purchase. In doing
so, the consumer will be better equipped with an
overall understanding of the condition of the vehicle
and your company will have fostered good customer
relations.

2. Contract issues
These range from clarification on terms and
conditions to details of the financial agreement. To
help reduce this type of complaint, ensure that all
salespeople on your team are aware of bill of salerelated requirements from the Consumer Protection
Act (CPA) and the ABR, including those related to
financing.
Best practice tip: Offer the consumer the
opportunity to take the contract home to review
at their own pace. By giving the consumer more
time to think it over, your business will assist
the consumer in fully understanding of the sales
agreement before making the purchase.

Did you know?
According to Section 31.6 of the Automotive Business
Regulation (ABR), if a consumer requests an estimate
before starting service or repair work to their vehicle,
the business must provide an estimate in writing that
includes: (a) a description on the proposed work;
(b) the estimated total cost of the proposed work,
including the cost of labour, parts and equipment.
Read more about the updated ABR laws here.
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Top three most common complaint types
and how to reduce them (continued)
3. Advertising

transportation charges and any applicable taxes or
administration fees, but not including GST
or costs and charges associated with financing.”

These complaints involved misleading advertising.
In Alberta, the CPA and associated regulations set
out the advertising rules for automotive businesses.
As stated in Section 11(2)(l) of the ABR “…includes
in the advertised price for any vehicle the total
cost of the vehicle, including, but not limited to, all
fees and charges such as the cost of accessories,
optional equipment physically attached to the vehicle,

Best practice tip: Always document pre-purchase
discussions and figures. AMVIC has made the
advertising modules from the Salesperson Registration
Course and Service and Repair Course available at no
charge. Click here for advertising laws for automotive
sales and advertising laws for service and repair.

Complying with legislation
and using best practices
are the best ways to reduce
the possibility of consumer
complaints. Read up on
unfair practices.

Researching the vehicle
When a registered automotive salesperson buys a vehicle
or accepts one on trade, the salesperson, on behalf of
the automotive business, should exercise due diligence
to determine the vehicle’s prior history. The salesperson
should ask the previous owner about the vehicle’s history
and conduct their own research by doing the following:
• Purchasing a vehicle history report.
• Requesting a Vehicle Information Report through
an Alberta Registry Agent.

This includes applicable answers to the following:
• Was the vehicle ever bought back by the manufacturer?
Check through CAMVAP.
• Was the vehicle ever damaged by fire?
• Was the vehicle ever damaged by flooding?
• Was the vehicle ever used as a police or emergency
vehicle?
• Was the vehicle ever used as a taxi or limo?

• Confirming the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN).

• Was the vehicle ever owned by a vehicle rental
business or used as a rental vehicle?

• Validating the odometer reading and length of
ownership.

• Was the vehicle ever declared a salvage vehicle in
Alberta, or the equivalent under another jurisdiction?

• Confirming if there are any liens on the vehicle.

Depending on the vehicle history report provider and the
available vehicle history, you may be able to determine
the number of previous owners, accident history, service
records, vehicle use, odometer reading and various other
information. The most common sources of historical
information are CARFAX Canada and Vehicle Information
Report.
An automotive business operator must disclose vehicle
history in writing to the consumer before entering into
a purchase agreement as per Section 31.1(1) of the
Automotive Business Regulation.

• Was the vehicle ever declared a non-repairable vehicle
in Alberta, or the equivalent under another jurisdiction?
• Was the vehicle ever declared an unsafe vehicle in
Alberta, or the equivalent under another jurisdiction?
• Was the vehicle ever in need of repairs that cost more
than $3,000 including parts and labour due to an
incident or collision? If yes, include the total cost to
complete the repairs.
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Researching the vehicle (continued)
• Was the vehicle previously registered in a different
jurisdiction immediately prior to the automotive business
operator acquiring it? If yes, name the province/country.
• If the vehicle was registered in another jurisdiction
immediately prior to the automotive business operator
acquiring it, was it required to be inspected prior to
being registered in Alberta? If yes, did the vehicle pass
or fail any inspections?

Selling out of province vehicles
If you are selling an out of province vehicle, be aware that
the Vehicle Inspection Regulation states that a person shall
not sell an out of province motor vehicle unless, before the
sale, the person provides the buyer with:

The out of province motor vehicle inspection certificate
is a basic safety inspection that must be performed by
a certified journeyperson technician licensed by Alberta
Transportation’s Vehicle Inspection Program. Note: This
does not apply to a salvage motor vehicle.
Remember, under Alberta’s Consumer Protection Act (CPA),
it is an unfair practice to do or say anything that might
reasonably deceive or mislead a consumer and it is an
unfair practice to represent that goods have a particular
prior history or usage if that is different from the fact.
For more information, including a vehicle history checklist,
please go to amvic.org.

• A subsisting out of province motor vehicle inspection
certificate for the motor vehicle, or
• A written statement advising that the motor vehicle is
an out of province motor vehicle for which there is no
subsisting out of province motor vehicle inspection
certificate.

How to update salespeople via AMVIC Online
An automotive business should ensure all salespeople
working for it are registered with AMVIC and are actively
working for the business. A salesperson must be linked
to their employer in AMVIC’s database in order to be
issued a registration. If a manager, director or owner of
the automotive business wants to take part in the selling
process, they must also be registered as a salesperson
and linked to the licensed business.
Automotive businesses can quickly and easily view and
update the status of salespeople via AMVIC Online by
following these simple steps:
1) Login to AMVIC Online via the login button on amvic.org
or directly at https://amvic.ca.thentiacloud.net/webs/
amvic/facility/#/login
2) Once logged in, click “Salespeople” in the left column
menu.

4) To remove a salesperson: under the “Current” section,
click “edit” on the salesperson you wish to remove
and enter the applicable end date. Click “save” when
complete.
As per Section 166 of the Consumer Protection Act,
automotive businesses are responsible for the conduct
of the salespeople they employ. By law, all salespeople
must be registered by AMVIC to conduct automotive sales
in Alberta. Salespeople cannot legally solicit, negotiate or
conclude any consumer transaction until they receive their
AMVIC registration. Salespeople with expired registrations
are considered unregistered.
If you allow an unregistered salesperson to solicit, negotiate
or conclude sales, both the business and salesperson could
be subject to enforcement action. More information on
employing salespeople can be found on amvic.org.

3) To accept a salesperson: under the “Pending” section,
click “edit” on the salesperson you wish to accept and
change the status of the salesperson. Click “save”
when complete.
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